A New Method of Measuring Stimulation Threshold
It is the intention of this paper to demonstrate the threshold behaviour of capacitor discharge pulses and to clarify the relationship between a non-rectangular pulse and an equivalent rectangular one. Moreover, a method is described with which the relevant threshold parameters "rheobase" and "chronaxie" can be determined with only two threshold tests. The method is based on the assumption that all portions of a non-rectangular pulse below rheobase do not contribute to the stimulation effect (rheobase condition) [IRN1995, 2015 .
Threshold measurements with capacitor discharge pulses
We have demonstrated earlier that portions of nonrectangular stimulation or defibrillation pulses below rheobase do not contribute to stimulation or defibrillation effects [IRN2009, 2010b . We could prove that a sinusoidal pulse and an exponentially decaying pulse have an identical threshold as a rectangular pulse if, and only if the effective pulse duration is that portion of the pulse above rheobase and if the intensity is given as timely averaged amplitude [IRN2009, 2010b . These findings are the necessary condition for the threshold measuring procedure that is described in the following. In the special case of an exponentially decaying pulse, the rheobase can be determined directly. If the peak voltage threshold for a nontruncated pulse is measured and is repeated for reduced pulse durations, the peak voltage threshold remains unchanged as long as the voltage at the end of the pulse, further on called "trailing edge voltage" U TE , is below rheobase. If the pulse duration is further decreased until the peak voltage threshold rises, the trailing edge, then, is above rheobase The test method demands:
 a stimulation circuit that is ohmic meaning that the electrodes are non-polarizable, and  a test procedure in 4 steps: 1) Start to determine peak voltage threshold U peak with indefinitely long pulse duration (at least ten times longer than chronaxie). If chronaxie is not known, two successively prolonged pulses should be administered that should yield an equal threshold value. 2) Decrease the pulse duration with unchanged peak voltage U peak until the threshold is slightly increased. This is the point where the "trailing edge voltage" U TE , Abstract: Louis Lapicque introduced the hyperbolic stimulation law with the key parameters "rheobase" and "chronaxie" that were obtained with rectangular current pulses. With rectangular pulses rheobase cannot be measured. It was found recently that hyperbolic stimulation rules are also valid for non-rectangular pulses and that their rheobase or chronaxie values are identical with that of their rectangular counterparts. Threshold measuring with exponential pulses allow for determining rheobase directly and chronaxie by calculation with only two measurements. The measuring procedure is described in detail.
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Introduction
Louis Lapicque introduced the hyperbolic stimulation law with the key parameters "rheobase" and "chronaxie" in 1909 [LAP1909]. What he found experimentally was gained with rectangular current or voltage pulses. With rectangular pulses, however, the rheobase cannot be measured as indefinitely long pulse durations provoke changes in the ionic concentration around the cells thereby changing their excitability to be investigated. Additionally, longer galvanic currents coupled to the tissue produce electrolytic processes at the electrode tissue interface that build up a backlash voltage diminishing the internal electric field. Therefore, it is a generally accepted rule that the rheobase cannot be measured directly but can only be calculated from at least two threshold measurements that fit a hyperbola. This rule is still valid for rectangular pulses. Lapicque did not investigate the behaviour of chronaxie and rheobase of non-rectangular pulse shapes or its influence on the strength-duration relation. Are the hyperbolic stimulation rules also valid for nonrectangular pulses and, if so, are their rheobase or chronaxie values identical or different from their rectangular counterparts? is just at or slightly above rheobase. Assure by iterative measurements the finding of the smallest pulse duration possible with the peak voltage threshold U peak . This pulse duration PD is, then, the "effective pulse duration" of the non-rectangular pulse. Form the time integral of the voltage over the effective pulse duration PD (the so-called "voltage pulse content" VPC) that is divided by the effective pulse duration PD yielding as result the mean voltage of the decaying and truncated pulse Ū. 4) The threshold measurement is repeated with a rectangular pulse U rect of the same pulse duration as found as "effective" for the decaying pulse. The thresholds of the mean voltage of the non-rectangular pulse and that of the rectangular pulse with identical "effective pulse duration" will prove to be equal (Ū = U rect ). The method demands some theoretical background that is described in [IRN1995] . From the knowledge of the measured leading edge voltage U LE , the trailing edge voltage U TE which is the rheobase voltage U RB , and the effective pulse duration PD, the parameters: time constant RC, chronaxie T CX , and mean voltage Ū during effective pulse duration PD can be determined by calculations not carried out here. They can be used to produce a Look-up table with the aid of which the parameters can elegantly be determined.
Discussion
We asked in the Introduction whether the hyperbolic stimulation rules are also valid for non-rectangular pulses and, if so, whether their rheobase or chronaxie values are identical or different from their rectangular counterparts? The answer to this question was recently given in a paper of us that formulates the stimulation properties by four fundamental equations [IRN2015] . As a result of this paper, we try here to develop a method that uses exponentially decaying pulses for threshold measurements with nonpolarizable electrodes. There is no other stimulation experiment known that delivers such a complete set of stimulation data with two simple tests. This feature can be incorporated into Pacing System Analyzer to measure the strength-duration-curve much more accurately than with current analyzers. If the ratio trailing edge to leading edge voltage of an exponentially decaying pulse at threshold level and the effective pulse duration is measured, it is possible to determine the chronaxie, the time constant, and the mean voltage threshold, and, if the output capacitance is known, the resistance of the circuitry.
Limitation
The calculations in Chapter 3 have to be carried out under the assumption that the capacitors charged to the leading edge voltage U LE are discharged into an ohmic load. This requires non-polarizable electrodes to get the pure exponential decay function as stimulation pulse. If the electrodes are polarizable, the rheobase voltage U RB and the "effective pulse duration" PD can also be determined as described in Chapter 2 with steps 1 and 2. It is equally necessary as required with step 3 to calculate the time integral of the pulse content. This can be done with the aid of known graphical methods and requires, thus, an oscilloscope with storage means. If the mean voltage Ū has been determined graphically, the chronaxie T CX can be calculated (see eq 1):
The test method is still valid though the elegant usage of a Look-up table, as mentioned before, must be replaced by additional graphical integration means.
Conclusions
We can conclude that the findings of Louis Lapicque [LAP1909] can be generalized in stating: All non-rectangular stimulating or defibrillating pulses with voltages above rheobase can be characterized by a comparable amplitude and pulse duration of an equally effective rectangular pulse. The portion of the pulse above rheobase also defines the effective pulse duration. The amplitude must be given as mean value, and, then, rectangular and non-rectangular pulses possess identical rheobase and chronaxie values. This can also be expressed by saying: the pulse shape plays no role in electrostimulation as long as the "rheobase condition" is observed. This view broadens the scope of electrostimulation, and the application of the test method described above will surely enhance understanding of electrostimulation with its terms "rheobase" and "chronaxie".
